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Zest4 Partner Support
The Partner Support team is the central point for 
incident management on all 8x8 services. 0161 956 3300

The Partner is responsible for: 

1. Service identifier: Providing a valid service identifier such as site name, address or 
telephone number when reporting an incident to the Technical Support team.


2. Authorised representatives: Provide and maintain a list of authorised technical 
representatives who can act on behalf of the organisation, and be contacted by the 
Zest4 Customer Service team.


3. Checking equipment: Checking that equipment is cabled and powered correctly, 
including: phones, routers etc. If using own equipment, full responsibility for 
provisioning and configuration is with the partner.


4. Diagnostics: Completing Tier 1 diagnostic checks before raising a case with Zest4 
for 8x8 Service.


Zest4 Technical Support is responsible for: 

1. Support: Support will be provided via telephone and the Zest4 ticketing portal.


2. Reference number: Issue a unique reference number for each new incident raised.


3. Monitoring: Monitor each incident through to completion.


4. Status updates: Provide an update on the status/progress as agreed with the 
customer.


5. Confirmation: Confirming when an incident has been resolved.

Diagnostics are undertaken by a Partner Support engineer and are designed to determine the cause of 
the incident and ensure appropriate action is taken (e.g. incident logged to third party provider). The 
customer will then be updated and if needed, the issue will be escalated to our Tier 2 team or Operations 
team. The engineer will own the case through to resolution utilising whatever resources are required to 
resolve the issue. When the issue is resolved, the changes completed, and/or the questions answered, 
the customer will be further updated and Zest4 will close the case. Fix times will vary depending on the 
incident type, type of customer premises equipment (CPE) and network infrastructure components of the 
solution.


8x8 Quality of Service 
In order to use the 8x8 VOIP service offering it is the Partner/Customer’s responsibility to procure at its 
cost, internet connectivity. Where connectivity is supplied by Zest4 it will include a guaranteed quality of 
service (QoS) and if any issues are raised regarding call quality Zest4 will be able to fully investigate, 
diagnose and provide root cause analysis. Unfortunately, where the connectivity is supplied by a 3rd 
party, then Zest4 cannot assume any liability or responsibility for the service provided by the 3rd party. We 
will offer to assist with initial fault investigations but will not be able to provide full diagnostics nor any root 
cause analysis.



Support Response & Communication

Severity Level Details First 
Response Update Support 

Hours

Severity O - Multiple

Site Outage

8x8 services are impacting multiple customers and/or multiple 
sites - no workaround available.

1 hour 2 hours Weekday

Severity 1 - Urgent
Single or Multiple sites are unable to make or receive calls - 

Business critical impact - no workaround available.
1 hour 2 hours Weekday

Severity 2 - High
Single end point or site affected causing a reduced level of service. 

Major business impact and a workaround may be available.
4 hours Daily Weekday

Severity 3 - Normal

Severity 4 - Low

Single end point or site affected causing a reduced level of service. 
Major business impact and a workaround may be available.

1 Business 
Day

N/A Weekday

Zest4 request First response time Update time Target fix time 
(working days) Criteria

New orders

Emergency & time

critical requests

Standard charge

requests

Additional seat

licenses

Number Porting

Number Porting

multiple licenses

1 Working Day

1 Hour

1 Working Day

1 Working Day

1 Working Day

1 Working Day

Variable

Daily

Daily

Daily

Daily

Daily

Variable

(New/Port)

< 24 Hours

3 Days

5-7 Days

10 Days

Up to 40 Days

An agent will contact the customer upon 
receipt of the confirmed order and will 

indicate delivery themselves

From receipt of full data, ensuring request 
is marked URGENT or EMERGENCY

From receipt of full data

From receipt of full data

From receipt of letter of authority

From receipt of letter of authority

Zest4 Channel Support escalation path
If you feel that a fault is not being progressed within the given timescales or is not receiving the appropriate attention or priority, please 
feel free to contact Zest4 by calling the numbers below; quote the relevant case number and state the reasons to why you would escalate 
the case. If you find a contact is unavailable please move up to the next level:

Escalation

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Name

John Bowden

Richard Sheldon

Mandy Fazelynia

Role

Service Delivery Technical Leader

Service Delivery Manager

Director

E-mail Phone

john.bowden@zest4.com

richard.sheldon@zest4.com

mandyf@zest4.com

0161 956 3300

0161 956 3300

0161 956 3366



When logging a fault please be prepared to supply information to help diagnose issues, for example: 

Call quality check list: 

1. What is happening? i.e. no audio / one way audio / break up of audio / delayed speech / echo / robotic / 
static noise?


2. Is it on all calls or is it intermittent?

3. Does it affect one single phone, a few or all phones?

4. Has the call been tried on another phone?

5. Is the issue on incoming, outgoing or both?

6. Does the issue happen on internal calls?

7. What was displayed on the phone at the time of the call and afterwards?

8. Are there any obvious patterns? i.e. always the same time of the day? Always when lots of people are taking 

calls?


When supplying call examples for an audio trace, the following is required:

(Call example needs to be within 2 hours of the call) 

• Number calling (Full number with STD code)

• Number called (Full number with STD code)

• Date and time of call

• Call direction


Preferred call examples are from landline numbers. As mobile calls have too many variables to take into account. 
Call examples from withheld numbers are acceptable, where they are few in number, as finding these calls can 
be time consuming.


Connectivity check list for DSL: 

1. What lights (LEDs), if any, are illuminated on the router and/or NTE and switch?

2. Have all sockets that the router connects to, been correctly filtered?

3. Has the end user tested with replacement filter(s)?

4. Has the end user tested with all non ADSL equipment removed from the line?

5. Has the end user tested with the router directly into the test/master socket?

6. Has the end user checked for the correct modem/router configuration?

7. Are there any known problems with the phone line such as noise on the line?

8. Please have the end user test for noise on the line by dialling 17070, option 3 and listening for any pops, 

cracks or general noise.

To find out more, call 0161 956 3300

Typical Order Timeline - Run Rate Business 
Lobby to X4

8x8 Seats:	 	 Own Connectivity	 	 Zest4 ADSL / FTTC	 	 Zest4 EFM / Leased Line

	 	 	 5 Days	 	 	 	 15 Days	 	 	 60 Days	 


Porting:	 	 Single Port	 	 	 Multiple Ports

	 	 	 10 Days	 	 	 40 Days


